No clamps required – Just push it onto barbed fittings
Color Coordinate your hose hookup

Progressive molders realize that time is money! Any action to reduce mold setup time and ensure proper hose hookup means your setup personnel are working to greater efficiency. When cooling your mold with chiller or tower water, use BLUE hose TO the mold ports. Use the RED hose as your RETURN lines FROM the mold returning to your chiller etc. Use YELLOW for compressed air and GRAY for other applications.

**ADVANTAGES:**
- Abrasion, age and weather resistant
- For temperatures to 200º F
- Oil resistant
- Neoprene tube and cover
- 1 Textile braid reinforcement
- -40ºF to 200ºF temperature range
- 200 to 300 psi working pressure

### PART #            Hose     Hose     Color      Price
PWH14R 1/4"  1/2" Red      $.85
PWH14BL 1/4"  1/2" Blue     $.85
PWH14Y 1/4"  1/2" Yellow    $.85
PWH14GR 1/4"  1/2" Gray     $.85
PWH38R 3/8"  5/8" Red       $1.32
PWH38BL 3/8"  5/8" Blue     $1.32
PWH38Y 3/8"  5/8" Yellow    $1.32
PWH38GR 3/8"  5/8" Gray     $1.32
PWH12R 1/2"  3/4" Red      $1.55
PWH12BL 1/2"  3/4" Blue     $1.45
PWH12Y 1/2"  3/4" Yellow    $1.45
PWH12GR 1/2"  3/4" Gray     $1.45
PWH34R 3/4"  1-1/16" Red    $2.40
PWH34BL 3/4"  1-1/16" Blue  $2.40
PWH34Y 3/4"  1-1/16" Yellow $2.40
PWH34GR 3/4"  1-1/16" Gray  $2.40
PWH100R 1"  1-5/16" Red     $3.55
PWH100BL 1"  1-5/16" Blue   $3.55

See Page 287 for PUSH-LOK Assembly Tool

Now Stocked In: Blue, Red, Yellow & Gray
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